
Eindhoven, 10 October 2014

city.people.light award 2014 project feedback

Dear city of Leipzig,  

First of all, on behalf of the jury and of the Organising Committee of the 12th International city.people.light 

award, organized by Philips Lighting in partnership with the LUCI Association, we would like to thank you for 

your interest in our competition and for the quality of the entry you have submitted.

On 17 September 2014 the jury, made up of 5 jury members, chaired by Mr. Rory Olcayto, acting editor of 

Architect Journal, carefully and accurate reviewed a total of 33 projects of a very high quality 

that had been submitted.  The jury selected 3 winning projects and 2 projects as special 

mentions that will be announced at 

7 November 2014 during the city.people.light award ceremony in Dubrovnik in Croatia. The award ceremony is 

part of the AGM meeting of LUCI association from 5 till 9 November 2014.

With pleasure we can announce that your project was selected as top 3 winning project. The winning projects 

are invited to our city.people.light award ceremony where we will announce the winners. During the award 

ceremony in Dubrovnik we will present your project on stage and we will publish your project in our offline and 

online communications around the globe. We would be grateful if you were present to receive your prize.  

LUCI informed us that Mr. Rainer Barth already registered for the AGM meeting, so we would be honored when 

Mr. Barth as city representative will receive the prize on stage and give a small speech about the project, which 

we will explain in more detail next week.    

Furthermore we would like to invite the lighting designer involved in the project as well to participate in our 

city.people.light award ceremony. The lighting designer can also attend the AGM meeting of LUCI. Philips can 

organize the travel for the lighting designer and LUCI will take care of the hotel accommodation. Please let us 

know before 17 October 2014 which lighting designer we can invite to arrange further details!    

As you are a winning project you automatically compete in the People Choice award as well, where you can vote 

for your project www.peoplechoiceaward.eu



Below you can read the feedback given by the jury on your project based on the contest criteria’s:

Very wide and well skilled project group with heavy involvement of all stakeholders and citizens in the 

preparation of the project.  A "democratic decision process" that was highly rewarded by the jury. 

This is how an urban lighting project should be implemented in a broader urban perspective. 

A sophisticated, relaxed and holistic lighting design strategy. Many different interests were taken into account 

and incorporated in the final result. Creating modern contemporary lighting together with preserving historic 

fixtures. Huge energy savings. Both handling horizontal and vertical surfaces. The square has become more 

livable and "present" in the city. The lighting project convinced the jury by its overall impression - excellent 

interaction between a place and the surrounding buildings, carried out carefully. This is a perfect example for 

other cities that want to regenerate unused places in a socially attractive outdoor space.  

Yours Sincerely,

                                 

Jaap van der Linden Rinco van Rijn Alexandre Colombani

Philips Lighting Philips Lighting LUCI association 
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